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Stylish Outfits for Girls and Their Dolls!A girl and her doll are fast friends indeed. Add in coordinating

outfits, and nothing could be cuter! You can make adorable coordinating outfits for the girl in your

life and the doll in hers with the help of "All Dolled Up"! From flowered party dresses, summer tops

and Capri pants to fleece vests and messenger bags, the projects inside "All Dolled Up" provide

easy, fun and fashionable outfits for every season and time of day.Make 20 different outfits including

dress-up clothes, casual wear, pajamas and accessories.Create the clothing using full-size patterns

for all of the doll projects and many of the girl projects.Learn time-saving techniques for creating

clothing for 18-inch dolls, making any outfit in 30 minutes or less.Watch the techniques in action with

author Joan Hinds and Nancy Zieman on the bonus DVD.Learn even more tips and techniques from

Nancy Zieman in her Notes from Nancy throughout the book.Making matching outfits for your girl

and her doll is easy and fun with "All Dolled Up"!Video DVD player or software required to view

enclosed DVD.
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Most certainly this is the *only* negative review I have ever given on  but its worth it so others do not

encounter the same problem as I did.To begin with this is a pricey book for 18" dolls and matching



patterns, I have other books written by the same author and they are quite wonderful ( I also knit

and ravelry offers many free knit and crochet patterns if you are intersted also!)Patterns for girls are

ONLY sze 4, 6 and 8,so dont expect much in szing hereAdditionall, ( wondering who's idea this

was??) THE COVER dress is NOT included in the book, they " suggest" you purchase a similar

pattern,,,,,OK that is ONe pattern not included ( cover pattern mind you) but no capri's for the

matching capri girl /doll pattern ( again, its suggested to purchase something similar!) and of

course,,,no leggings for the girls which is shown thru out the book,,,,so what, I ask you did I pay

for??We are sewing these patterns so we dont have to pay a whole lot of money for matching outfits

but begin to add it all up and you have to wonder if its worth it anymore!That made me make my

final decision to order OTTOBRE magazine for childrens clothing and to order a different book that I

will mention later in this review and now I am satisfied that I will be getting some cute childrens

clothing and get away from the BOring" big 4" very overpriced patterns that we have offered in our

pattern shops.I have a 9yr old grandaugther who wanted a few matching outfits for her upcoming

birthday so we could have lunch at one of the American Girl Doll resturants ( Chicago in my case)

get her doll's ears pierced and have her hair done~ This was supposed to be a special

Nana/grandaughter day for both of us. LO and behold,,,,,these outfits only go to a size 8!
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